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Energetic particles produced by fusion reactions and auxiliary heating can excite various Alfven eigenmodes in fusion experiments such as ITER 1 . Associated nonlinear wave-particle interactions can generate significantly enhanced levels of energetic particle transport that would degrade overall plasma confinement and damage fusion devices. Increased energetic particle transport by Alfven eigenmodes has been correlated 2 with a fast frequency oscillation (chirping) with a sub-millisecond period that has been observed in many experiments [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In previous studies, an analytic model for the chirping 7, 8 based on the one-dimensional (1D) nonlinear wave-particle interaction near marginal stability has been constructed, and a single burst of chirping has been observed in hybrid magnetohydrodynamic simulations with sources and sinks 9 . Here we report the first dynamic observation of fast and repetitive frequency chirping by massively parallel, first-principles kinetic simulations without sources and sinks in a realistic toroidal geometry. The chirping dynamics provides a conceptual framework for understanding the nonlinear waveparticle interaction underlying transport processes in collisionless plasmas. The interaction of energetic particles such as cosmic rays with Alfven turbulence is also an important issue in space and astrophysical plasmas 10 .
The current simulations using the gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC) 11 find that the unstable beta-induced Alfven eigenmodes (BAE) 12 saturate due to nonlinear wave-particle interactions with both thermal and energetic particles. The wave frequency exhibits a fast, repetitive and mostly downward chirping with a sub-millisecond period and a 90 o phase shift from the amplitude oscillation. These features have recently been observed in fusion experiments 2 , possibly suggesting a universal dynamics. Analysis of wave-particle interactions shows that the frequency chirping is induced by the evolution of coherent structures in the energetic particle 3 phase space. The dynamics of the coherent structures is controlled by the competition between the phase space island formation due to the nonlinear particle trapping and the island destruction due to the free streaming process. The nonlinear dynamics and chirping mechanism in the present studies could be applicable to other Alfven eigenmodes in toroidal geometry with radial variations of mode amplitude and radially asymmetric particle dynamics.
GTC simulation of BAE-BAE exists inside a frequency gap of the toroidal Alfven continuum induced by the plasma beta (ratio of the plasma kinetic pressure to the magnetic pressure). BAE has been routinely observed 3, [13] [14] [15] in fusion experiments with a significant energetic particle (EP) population. It has strong interactions with both thermal and energetic particles [16] [17] [18] . Linear GTC simulations of BAE 19 as well as toroidal and reversed shear Alfven eigenmodes [20] [21] [22] have been verified by theory-simulation comparisons and by benchmarks with hybrid and kinetic simulations. In the current nonlinear GTC simulations, BAE is excited in a tokamak by the EP density gradients near the safety factor q = 2 rational surface located at a minor radius r 0 = 0.164R 0 . Here R 0 is the major radius, the electron density n 0 is uniform, and the EP density at r 0 is n h =0.01n 0 . Both thermal and energetic ions are protons with a Maxwellian distribution, and the temperature is taken to be uniform for all species with T e =0 and T h = 25T i . The fast oscillations of wave frequency and amplitude persist without external sources and sinks to replenish the EP distribution function, and the EP density gradients change little after the mode saturation, suggesting the important roles of nonlinear wave and particle dynamics. To delineate the nonlinearity of thermal and energetic ions, two controlled simulations are performed. In one simulation with nonlinear thermal ions and linear energetic ions, the saturation amplitude is similar to Fig. 1 , but no oscillations of frequency and amplitude are observed after an initial frequency downshift at the mode saturation. In another simulation with linear thermal ions and nonlinear energetic ions, the mode saturates at the amplitude three times of Fig. 1 and some oscillations of frequency and amplitude are observed. Therefore, the thermal ion nonlinearity is responsible for the BAE saturation and the initial frequency downshift, while the energetic ion nonlinearity is responsible for the frequency chirping.
We examine the mode structures in suggest an important role of mode coupling due to thermal ion nonlinearity in the saturation process 25 . The current simulations ignore coupling between different n modes, which is expected to be weaker (due to the lack of resonance condition) than self-coupling of a single n mode.
Furthermore, the modes move slightly outward and the mode width decreases from a linear The dynamics of the dominant precessional resonance can be simply described by a radially local model using canonical variables (ζ, ω d ) with ζ the toroidal angle. The evolution of δf h /f h0 in the (ζ, ω d ) phase space is shown in Fig. 3 , which is plotted in the linear wave frame moving with an angular velocity of ω BAE /n in the EP diamagnetic direction (negative ζ−direction). 29 . However, the trapped particle dynamics in the current simulations is much more complex due to radial variations of mode amplitude and radially asymmetric particle dynamics in the toroidal geometry.
Nonlinear particle dynamics-For the precessional resonance that preserves the magnetic moment and the longitudinal invariant in an axisymmetric toroidal system, the nonlinear dynamics of guiding centers can be completely described by a pair of action-angle variables (ζ, P ζ ) with P ζ =gv || -ψ the canonical angular momentum, 2πg the poloidal current 27 , ψ the poloidal flux function labeling the radial position r. We examine the structure of the EP distribution function in the (ζ, P ζ ) space by tracking nonlinear orbits of deeply trapped particles.
The particle positions are plotted in the (ζ, P ζ ) space with the color representing the initial P ζ values, which are approximately the radial position since P ζ -ψ for deeply trapped particles.
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In the linear phase, when BAE amplitude grows to an appreciable level, resonant particles are strongly perturbed around the mode rational surface (dashed line in Fig. 4) . The EP distribution function thus develops a wave-like structure in ζ (panel a). As particles move outward (inward) in the radial position r, the kinetic energy E decreases (increases) due to the constraint of the longitudinal invariant 30 , and the precessional drift ω d decreases (increases) since ω d~E /r. Therefore, the upper (lower) P ζ regions of the structures move to the right (left) and the structures steepen. When the upper P ζ regions move to the opposite phase of the wave, resonant particles originally moving outward are now convected inward and turn around to the left due to the increased ω d (panel b). However, the resonant particles originally moving inward are not all convected outward. Most of them continue to move to the left with the local ω d (i.e., free streaming) to form phase-mixing structures in the lower P ζ region. Therefore, the evolution of the mode structure and the onset of nonlinear particle trapping are not radially symmetric.
Particles moving outward (red region in Fig. 4 ) create positive density perturbation, which form coherent structures (red region in Fig. 3 ) in the phase space since ω d decreases together with the wave frequency ω (i.e., phase locking). On the other hand, particles moving inward (blue region in Fig. 4 ) create negative density perturbation structures (blue region in Fig. 3 ), which are distorted quickly since ω d increases (i.e., detuning). This radially asymmetric particle dynamics explains the different evolution of the structures for positive and negative density perturbations in Fig. 3 . As the wave frequency chirps downward, the dominant resonance regions in Fig. 4 and the mode structures in Fig. 2 shorter than the Coulomb collision or turbulence scattering time, which increases with the particle kinetic energy 31 .
Finally, several GTC simulations have been performed to scan the deviation from the marginality. The saturation amplitude is proportional to the square of the growth rate for γ/ω BAE <0.05 when the phase space island size is smaller than the radial mode width. However, the amplitude is roughly independent of the growth rate for γ/ω BAE >0.08 when the phase space island size is limited by the radial mode width, as recently observed in NSTX tokamak experiments 32 .
